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ABSTRACT
This research is an investigation of the relationship between commercial
remodeling and building thermal performance. A computer graphic semiotic is
developed to display building thermal performance based on this relationship.
Commercial remodeling includes everything from minor tenant improvements
to whole building redesign. One type of remodeling, rehabilitation, has flourished
in recent years and is the concentration of this research. A distinction is made
between rehabilitation and other types of remodeling, such as refurbishment,
renovation and rebuilding. Rehabilitation is defined as major changes to a
building. either to save the building from decay of structure and services or to
extensively modify the building for another use. A trend in the building
industry towards increased activity in remodeling has been developing over the
last ten to fifteen years. Based on the 1982 Census of Construction, commercial
remodeling accounted for about 10% of all nonresidential construction receipts,
representing over a four billion dollar market. This trend, as well as the reasons
for the trend and its implications to designers is discussed in this research. The
combination of continual maintenance, changes in the federal tax laws and an
acceptance by commercial tenants to be located in rehabilitated buildings are the
major reasons for the trend.
The energy crisis of 1973 increased public and governmental awareness of
the need for thermally responsible buildings. Therefore, building energy use
became a design requirement for architects and engineers. Energy use has special
significance for remodeling. Because energy systems (lighting, heating and cooling
systems) do not last as long as structural systems, a large percentage of the
remodeling cost is associated with the renovation or replacement of these
systems. Further. operating costs are .of primary concern to owners and tenants.
The cost of energy and maintenance of energy systems are large contributors to
total operating costs. As with any design element. energy use must be considered
at the earliest stages of building design or redesign. This is especially true with
a remodeling project. The building's existing lighting, heating and cooling systems
must be evaluated as well as the building's structure and space allocation. Only
after the relationships between these building characteristics are understood can
an appropriate design concept be proposed. The computer graphic semiotic
proposed as part of this research is used to develop graphic images as aides in
determining the relationship between the building configuration and the building's
energy use. The basis for this evaluation is energy cost per square foot for each
season, and peak heating and cooling loads in 1000 BTU/hr by building zone
(north, east, south, west and core). The images are specifically intended for use
during predesign evaluation and early conceptual design.
Currently, so called computer design tools produce a multitude of
confusing numerical tables and equally confusing graphics such as bar and pie
charts. The difference between the proposed semiotic and standard graphic
theory is that it is intended specifically for use with a computer and takes
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advantage of a computer's unique capabilities. Typical computer displays are
merely standard print graphics produced by a computer. The proposed system
displays quantities and the components that make up the quantities. The
quantities in the prototype developed are energy cost and peak loads. Each
image, representing each quantity, can be independently evaluated. In other
words, no ordinate or abscissa is necessary to compare the values of each
quantity.
The discussion of the new imaging system is concluded with a proposal
for future development where each image is used as an "icon" by the user to be
manipulated, stored, or combined with other images. With the use of the
computer, and a new imaging system, complex data can be visually ordered in a
way as to be quickly interpreted and understood, a necessity during conceptual
design. Information is thus transformed into knowledge.
Thesis supervisor: Timothy Johnson
Title: Principal Research Associate
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A good deal of research has been conducted regarding new building
design and construction. This research concentrates on an area of the building
industry that has been largely ignored: commercial remodeling. Specifically, this
research is an investigation of the relationship between commercial remodeling
and building thermal performance. The final result of this investigation is the
development of computer graphic displays from which architects and engineers
can, for the first time, identify the relative importance of energy related issues
to the remodeling of a commercial building. Here, "energy related issues"
includes the effects of internal heat gains, solar heat gain through glazing,
exterior wall design, building configuration and occupancy patterns on the
building's heating load, cooling load and cost of fuel to meet the building's
loads. Further, the effects on initial building costs and operating costs are
included as important energy related issues.
There is a growing trend in the construction industry towards increased
activity in remodeling commercial buildings. This trend is exemplified by the
fact that in the 1982 Census of Construction, commercially remodeled buildings
accounted for over four billion dollars worth of work. There is, however.
confusion as to exactly what "remodeling" is. "Remodeling", "refurbish",
"adaptive reuse", and "rehab" have been used interchangably to mean the same
thing. All are related to the general process of remodeling, but differ in degree.
For the purposes of this research, the following definitions will be used.
Refurbish, update, M&R (maintenance and repair):
Normal cycle of building maintenance and repair or cosmetic changes to
accommodate a new tenant.
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Rehabilitation, adaptive reuse:
Major changes to a building, either to save the building from decay of
structure and services or to extensively modify the building for another
use.
Rebuild:
To keep the existing shell and then build a new structure and services
behind. Most typically. this is done where the building is of historical
significance or is in an historical zone of a city.
Preservation, renovation:
To restore an historic building to its original state.
Remodel, modernize:
All inclusive terms used to describe any of the above.
Much of the information and direction for this research came from
interviews with architects, engineers and developers. The interviews with developers
were particularly enlightening because of their general concern to reduce initial
construction costs and operating costs, but not to an extent that the final project
would be unacceptable to potential tenants. In other words. developers want to
end up with "Class A" space at the lowest cost. Class A space is defined by
Robert Walsh, of Walsh and Associates, as rentable office space with the same
qualities and amenities as are present in new construction. These characteristics
would include such things as good location, modern communications capacity, an
esthetically pleasing environment and comfortable working conditions. Comfortable
working conditions include the thermal, visual, and acoustic comfort of
employees as well as their direct physical comfort.
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The most obvious difference between new and remodeled buildings is that
in a remodeling job a building exists. All of the people interviewed agreed on
the importance of predesign analysis to discover potential problems and identify
possible opportunities in the building redesign. Predesign analysis is especially
important for determining the energy strategy of the remodeled building. This is
because many architects and engineers do not have a good intuitive sense about
building energy performance. In 1981, the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI)
tested 250 architects and engineers on their understanding of the energy needs of
a conventional commercial building. From that study, they concluded that
"neither a clear perception nor a common misperception of the energy needs of
this building was revealed from the questionnares... Architects and engineers do
not yet have the intuitive sense or experience about energy issues in commercial
buildings that they have for other elements of design...Until experience and
knowledge is gained in this area, a clear process or method must be used to
identify energy related problem solving issues."' Part of the process referred to
by SERI is obviously the interpretation of information. Many computer programs
are available to give various types of energy information for the purpose of
predesign or conceptual design analysis. The problem with currently available
computer programs is with the way in which the information is given to the
designer. Popular programs. such as DOE.2, ASEAM and BLAST, produce a
multitude of confusing numerical tables and equally confusing graphics such as
bar and pie charts. These programs are useful for detailed energy performance
prediction, but not for conceptual design.
Stephen Ternoey et al., The Design of Energy Responsive Buildings,
Preliminary report, Golden, Colorado: Solar Energy Research Institute, 1983, p.
143.
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Graphic displays proposed here are based on a computer graphic semiotic
developed as part of this research. A computer program, named SAGE, was
designed as a prototype to demonstrate the appropriateness of using the semiotic
for displaying building thermal performance information during conceptual design.
SAGE is an acronym for Semiotic Adducting Graphics and Energy. Webster's
Dictionary defines "sage" as "wisdom through reflection and experience". Proper
interpretation of the displays depends on the designer's "reflection and experience".
In this sense. SAGE does not give any specific answers. Rather, it visually
displays information so that the designer can make decisions without having to
spend a great deal of time sorting out detailed numerical tables or confusing bar
and pie charts. Realistically, there are so many issues involved in the design of
a building other than those associated with energy use that few, if any, designers
spend the time needed to interpret an overly detailed or confusing analysis. This
is especially true during conceptual design. The emphasis is on identifying
important issues and their relationships rather than on finding specific answers to
ill-defined problems. It is the intention of SAGE to fulfill the need for easily
interpretted computer graphic displays to enable designers to identify these key
relationships.
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REMODELING
TREND
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Three interelated but distinct trends in remodeling have emerged over the
last fifteen to twenty years.
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Trend for the entire construction industry
In an analysis of economic trends of the construction industry from 1965
to 1980,1 Patrick MacAuley documented the growth of maintenance and repair
compared to that of new construction. There was a growth of 230% in M&R
compared with a growth of 130% for new construction. It should be noted that
the government did not keep figures on alterations and additions until 1982.
These figures were included in new construction. This fact strengthens the
argument that the overall remodeling industry has become a significant part of
the construction industry.
Trend for nonresidential construction
In the most current Census of Construction taken by the U.S. Department of
Commerce in 1982, alterations, additions and maintenance and repair comprised
27% of the total non-residential construction sector. 2 Office buildings comprised
47% of this total. This represents a market of over four billion dollars in office
remodeling. Banks and other financial institutions are included in these figures as
being "offices".
Patrick MacAuley, "Economic Trends in the Construction Industry", Construction
Review, May/June 1981.
2 United States, Dept. of Commerce, 1982 Census of the Construction
Industries, Industry Series, no. 1542 p. 5.10.
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An analysis of surveys conducted annually since 1971 by Buildings
magazine reveals a consistent market for all types of remodeling." Buildings is
a magazine directed towards owners, developers and managers of income
producing real estate. Figure 1 shows the percent of owners/developers involved
in remodeling from 1976 to 1984 based on the yearly surveys by Buildings
magazine.
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Figure 1: Owners and developers involved in remodeling.
The significance of the consistent market for remodeling lies in the fact
that the market was well established before the tax incentive acts of 1976 and
1981. Due to economic and market conditions, such as the recession following
1 "Modernization Survey". Buildings, mimeographed. June 1976-1984.
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the 1973 energy crisis and the high cost of financing new construction, owners
and developers often opted for remodeling existing buildings rather than build
new ones.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
There was a rise in public concern for conservation of our nation's
natural resources and preservation of our heritage in the 1960's. One outgrowth
of this phenomenon was the passage of the Preservation Act of 1966 to establish
a National Register of Historic Places.
Congress passed the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to encourage the
preservation of historic commercial and income producing buildings by allowing
more favorable tax treatment for these projects than in the past. The 1978
Revenue Act modified the 1976 Act to include buildings and their structures. A
10% tax credit was allowed for certified rehabilitation of a certified historical
building. A certified building is one listed in the National Register, located in a
National Register Historical District or located in a state or local historic
district. Further, the building must be a commercial or income producing
property subject to depreciation.A rehabilitation qualifies if it meets the
standards established by the Secretary of the Interior. Essentially, it must be
consistent with the original architectural character of the building or district.
The tax acts of 1976 and 1978 provided a viable economic means to save
many historic buildings from destruction. More importantly, the success of these
projects indicated the acceptance, and even desire, of commercial tenants to be
located in a remodeled building as long as the services and amenities were up to
market standards.
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REMODELING AS AN INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 simplified and enhanced the
previous tax laws concerning rehabilitation. The tax law now provides tax credit
for non historic older buildings and increases the tax credit for certified historic
buildings. A 15% credit for structures at least 30 years old is now allowed.
Similarly, a 20% credit is allowed for structures at least 40 years old and 25%
for certified historic structures.
The current tax law eliminates the previous bias for new construction
over rehabilitation. Previously, while the depreciation schedule for both new and
existing buildings was based on the useful life of the building, new construction
could use an accelerated depreciation schedule whereas rehabilitation had to use a
straight line method. The significance of this is that when the time value of
money is considered. the accelerated depreciation is almost always of greater
benefit to the investor.
Currently, the methods of cost recovery and recovery periods are the
same for new and existing property. Salvage value is not considered and the
investor may recover the full amount of the investment cost. Further, the
recovery period has been changed from the useful life of the building to a
determined period. The period is 15 years for real property.
Existing buildings qualify for the current tax credit if they are
"substantially" rehabilitated, are more than 30 years old and retain at least 75%
of their existing walls. Historical buildings qualify as before.
The change in the tax laws make investment in real estate more attractive
for new construction as well as rehabilitation. By equalizing the methods of
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recovery, the tax credit clearly favors qualified rehabilitation. Even if the
current proposals for tax simplification remove the tax credits, rehabilitation
would not suffer from the same bias as before. The feasibility of tearing down
a building to construct a new one as opposed to rehabilitating the existing
building would be based on the economic merits of both proposals. The
economic merits would be based on genuine yield on the investment rather than
tax writeoffs. This assumes, of course, that the revised tax code would treat new
and remodeled construction in the equal manner it does now. If the goal is
truly tax "simplification", it would not make sense to revert to the old, more
"complex", method. In the past, it was almost a given that demolition and new
construction was the most viable alternative. Today, the story has changed.
16
DECISIONS
TO
REMODEL
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It seems there are as many reasons to remodel a building as there are
buildings. In the course of this research, many designers and developers were
interviewed. From those discussions, and a review of published articles on the
subject of remodeling, several predominant reasons were consistently cited.
REASONS FOR REMODELING
Change of function or need for additional space
The most common area for rehabilitation is in the heart of American
cities such as Baltimore and Boston. Buildings from the city's industrial past are
being transformed to house modern businesses and their employees. As our
society is adapting to an Information Age, so are our buildings.
The location and structural integrity of these buildings is the reason they
are considered for remodeling. If they are in an historical zone or are
themselves of historical significance, remodeling them for a change in use may
be the only way developers can take advantage of their prime location. Local
design review boards and citizens groups are very keen on maintaining the
character of their cities.
Market demand for quality space
Standards of comfort have improved throughout the years. Buildings 30
years and older were built before the advent of air conditioning. To be
competitive, remodeled buildings must provide the same level of comfort as new
buildings. Today's building technology must be compatible with today's office
technology. The advancement of office communications and data processing make
it necessary to upgrade building electrical and communication services.
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Reduce building energy costs
A typical arrangement between the building owner and tenant is to have
the tenant pay for electrical usage and the owner pay for heating, cooling and
common services such as elevators. It is in the best interests of both tenant and
owner to reduce energy costs. In the case where the owner pays for all energy
costs there is even greater incentive. The owner can not pass the costs directly
to the tenant without effectively raising the rent. According to Hank Spaulding
of Spaulding and Slye, real estate developers and owners in Boston, tenants are
well aware of the total costs to them for renting office space. In the case
where the tenants pay for all the energy costs of their space, the situation
remains the same. Again, the tenant considers all costs incurred to rent the
space.
Comply with current building codes
Building codes are always a consideration when the decision to remodel
has been made. Code compliance can also be the primary reason for remodeling.
Insurance premiums are based on the quality of health and safety
measures incorporated in the building. Revised fire codes necessitate the
upgrading of fire protection systems and means of egress in many older
buildings.
Historic preservation
Governmental support through grants and tax incentives made possible the
preservation of historical buildings throughout the country. The resistance to
preserve buildings because of economic constraints was lessened. Thus, the
economic issue was made secondary to the desire to preserve part of our
nation's architectural and cultural heritage.
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ALTERNATIVES OF THE OWNER/DEVELOPER
Three possible scenarios occur when the need for new space or remodeled
space arises. Figure 2 outlines these decision paths. Even though each path is
shown as a linear relationship, the actual decision process could loop back to
any previous step and repeat a portion of the process.
Case 1: A building exists and the need is to upgrade it.
Demolition and new construction are not considered. A predesign analysis
is made to determine the extent of the upgrade. The appropriateness of the
building shape for the proposed use, the condition of the structure and services.
and potential code violations are determined at this point. If the upgrade is
considered feasible after the predesign analysis, a design concept is proposed and
construction costs are estimated. The design is then implimented or reevaluated.
Case 2: No building exists on a site and the need is to build a new
structure.
The typical design process ensues and the building is either built or the
project is dropped based on the financial analysis.
Case 3: A building exists. The need is for new or altered
space.
The decision is whether to rehabilitate the existing building or to tear it
down and build new. The most significant difference between this scenario and
the other two is the absolute necessity of a predesign analysis. A determination
must be made as to the appropriateness of the existing building to the required
use. (see "Design and Remodeling") A preliminary estimate can then be made to
compare the costs of demolition and new construction with that of rehabilitation.
A financial analysis then determines the economic feasibility of either project.
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CASE 1
PREDESIGN
EXISTINGANALYSIS
BUILDING
Figure 2: Circumstances and options for the ownerldeveloper
Figure 3: United Shoe Machinery Co. building. Elevation and detail.
Beyond economics
The decision to proceed with any project may be based on factors other
than strictly financial. An example of this is the remodeling of the United Shoe
Machinery Co. building in Boston (Figure 3).
In terms of the financial feasibility of the project, the most economic
decision would have been to tear the building down and build new." The
building, however, was considered a unique landmark by the city and preservationist
groups. It was determined by the developers, Meridith & Grew, that merely
rehabilitating the building would not be financially viable. Rather than abandon
Anthony J. Yudis, "United Shoe Building restoration goes before board
Thursday", The Boston Globe, 11, November 1984.
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the project, the developers purchased options on adjoining properties and
proposed an new office tower on these lots in addition to the rehabilitation of
the United Shoe building. This approach is acceptable to the city and makes the
project economically worthwhile for the developers.
23
DESIGN
AND
REMODELING
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The design process for a remodeled building is different than that for
new construction. In the design of a new building, the design process is to take
a building program and determine the needed space. In a remodeled building,
the process is to take a building program and fit it within a space. The existing
building must be evaluated before any design work begins. On site inspections
are necessary because of the typical lack of complete building plans. Even with
original drawings, inspection is required to assure their accuracy. Several
questions must be asked and addressed before any design proposals may be
made.
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
Is the floor space and building shape compatible with the design program ?
Two building shapes are most common in office remodels.' Buildings
built between 1860 and 1930 as office space are typically E,L,H shape or a
combination of these shapes. They were designed before air conditioning and
therefore have a wall to area ratio consistent with natural daylighting and
ventilation. The wings are approximately 30 to 40 feet wide with 15 to 20 foot
offices on either side of a 5 foot corridor. The service core is usually in the
corner of the building. By comparison, modern buildings typically have a central
service core and a width of 35 to 40 feet from the core to the wall. This
difference of circulation patterns and areas makes these types of buildings
difficult to remodel for large scale office use. Rather than determining the
25
Herbert McLaughlin, "Tips on evaluating renovation projects for office use",
Architectural Record, March 1979.
optimal plan for the required use and designing the space to accommodate that
plan, the designer must accommodate the use to fit the space.
The second type of building common in remodeling is a warehouse or
manufacturing plant. No matter when these buildings were constructed, they are
usually rectangular in shape. Forming blocks in the heart of older cities, these
buildings are typically 30 to 40 feet wide and 3 to 4 stories high (Figure 4). As
with the office buildings before 1930, they pose the same problems for larger
tenants.
Figure 4: Summer Street, Boston,. Massachusetts.
Warehouses or factories built on the perimeter of the city are usually
bigger and more suitable to larger tenants. Widely spaced structural supports and
heavy construction make these buildings popular for their adaptabilty. The small
26
amount of window walls have made atriums popular design features during
remodeling.
What is the condition of the structure ?
The general integrity of the structure should be evaluated as well as
specific loading conditions required to meet the proposed use. Because many of
the buildings being remodeled today were originally warehouses and factories,
floor loading is usually not a problem. If the structure is found deficient, a
desire to save the building for historical purposes is the only justification for
not tearing the building down.
Just as an irregular floor plan can cause problems for planning space for
people, the existing structure can cause planning problems for the building
services. The ability to run services through and around the structure must be
evaluated. The available space above ceilings, below floors and in structural voids
is critical in the determination of the type and extent of modification that is
practical to the service equipment.
What is the condition of the building services ?
Building services are defined here as the electrical, telecommunications.
plumbing and HVAC systems of the building. In a building upgrade, a detailed
analysis of the building services should be made. The necessary component or
whole system changes can then be made.
In a rehabilitation, the first decision is whether or not the systems should
be replaced entirely. The life of the building services is less than the life of
the building structure. The older the building is, the more likely it is that the
systems should be replaced.
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COMBINING THE OLD WITH THE NEW
The esthetic decision in remodeling is unique for the architect. The
existing architecture may dictate the styling and detailing of the remodel. This is
the case in a restoration. The existing architecture may be combined with a
modern esthetic. An example of this is Exchange Place in Boston (Figure 5).
The existing building was remodeled and connected to a new 40 story office
tower with an atrium. Finally, the existing architecture may be totally eliminated
by the new style. This approach was popular in the 1950's before the historic
preservation movement. Many buildings were "modernized" by wrapping their
exterior with glass and aluminum. The transition from new to old is one of the
most difficult, and exciting, challenges the architect will face in a remodeling
project.
The construction process is different from new construction because of
the need to interface the old with the new and because of the uncertainty of
hidden construction details in the building. Every attempt should be made to
organize the work so that the construction process is as normal as possible. Ezra
Ehrenkrantz, New York architect, said "The goal is to determine what is needed
to "normalize" the construction process, using conventional methods and materials
as much as possible, within the nature of the existing fabric of the building."'
COMPLIANCE WITH BUILDING CODES
In 1979, Massachusetts added Article 22 to its state building code. Article
22 specifically deals with the repair. alteration, addition and change of use of
existing buildings. Until this time, no distinction was made between remodeled
1 Matthew Roland. "Modernization", Buildings, June 1976, p. 60.
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Figure 5: Exchange Place, view from State street and detail.
buildings and new construction. The state recognized the need for flexibility in
the code when strict compliance is impractical. Essentially, compliance alternatives
are acceptable as long as the alternative does not undermine the intent of the
code. The intent of the code is to insure public safety, health and general
welfare. The Massachusetts code is being studied by other states for use as a
model for their own code revisions. Several states have already adopted similar
codes.
Because of the flexibility of the code, the state has placed a great deal
of responsibilty with the building officials. Any proposed alternatives must be
approved by the building officials but they have the authority to accept building
29
construction in remodeled buildings that would not be accepted in new
construction.
In the conversion of a shoe factory to apartments, New York architect
Stephen B. Jacobs provides an example where where the revised code was used.
The building was built with exposed cast iron structural columns. A strict
interpretation of the code would require that the columns be enclosed for fire
protection. A variance was obtained to leave the columns exposed. The reason
for granting the variance was that the cast iron would be more severely damaged
by heat build up within an enclosure than it would be exposed. The alternative
solution achieved the desired architectural effect of exposing the unusual
columns. It also complied with the intent of the code to maintain the highest
degree of public safety given the circumstances. Jacobs said "without this and
some other variances, the recycling would have been impossible, both financially
and structurally."
Highlights of the Massachusetts code
A building must be legally occupied for at least five years to be
considered under these provisions as an existing building.
The building must be evaluated for compliance with the code and any
proposed code alternatives must be submitted to the building official. This
requirement again emphasizes the need for predesign analysis. In this case it is
not only a good idea. it is the law.
30
1 Matthew Roland, "Modernization", Buildings, June 1976, p. 61.
If the proposed remodel changes the use of the building to a higher
"hazard index", the remodel must conform to the code for new construction. In
the Massachusetts code, the higher the number is for the hazard index, the
greater the perceived hazard is for the building type. Businesses have a hazard
index of 2, while factories and industrial buildings have an index of 3 and
above. Therefore, remodeling for office use is usually not a problem in this
regard. In fact, converting old factory buildings is often advantageous because of
the higher structural loads demanded for equipment and machinery when these
buildings were originally designed.
New additions must comply with the code for new construction.
Alterations and repairs to existing structures are the only circumstances for which
Article 22 may be used. Alterations in this case would correspond to the
definition of rehabilitation used in this research.
New building systems must conform to the fullest extent practical.
Building systems are defined in the code as "any mechanical, structural, egress,
electrical, plumbing, building enclosure and/or fire protection system or fire
resistive construction system or any portion thereof."'
Conformance to the state code is not limited to construction practices.
The energy code, Article 20, must also be complied with. Again, the state makes
allowances for remodeled buildings.
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Massachusetts, State Building Code Commission, Building Code, Article 22,
Section 2201.1.
Similar to safety and health requirements, if the building is to be
remodeled for a use with a higher hazard index, the building must conform to
codes for new construction.
New additions must comply with the energy code for new construction.
If any component -of the building is altered, that component must meet the
energy code for new construction. Components are defined as walls, windows,
doors, roofs or mechanical systems. If only a part of a particular component or
system is altered, only the portion that is changed must meet the current code.
Design opportunities from the problems of remodeling
Because of the complexity of remodeling, it is easy to think only of the
problems involved. Many designers and developers will invariably ask "Why
bother?". The problems of remodeling also present tremendous opportunities to
inventive designers. The unusual shapes and odd details that make the design
problem difficult to solve are the very elements that can lead to unique and
exciting architectural solutions. Research suggests that "good" architecture is an
important attribute in the determination of market demand for office space.'
Therefore, a well designed remodeled building can embody architectural merit
and market appeal.
32
Douglas E. Hough, "Can 'Good' Architecture Meet the Market Test ?",
Journal of Urban Economics, Vol. 12, No. 1, 1983.
ENERGY
AND
REMODELING
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The reasons for remodeling given previously were not necessarily based on
energy concerns. However, any decision to remodel will necessarily prompt an
examination of the building's energy use and its energy systems. The reasons to
remodel are examined again here specifically with respect to energy issues.
REASONS FOR REMODELING REEXAMINED
Change in function or need for additional space
A change from a factory or any other type of space to office use
changes the demands on the building energy systems. Even if the systems are in
excellent condition, the appropriateness of the system to the new use would have
to be examined.
If an addition is proposed for an existing office building, the loads on
the current systems must be examined to determine if they can be extended with
the structure.
Market demand for quality space
Quality space implies comfortable working conditions. Physical comfort
can only be achieved when consideration is given to the thermal, acoustical and
visual environment. Comfort should not be confused with luxury. As many
decisions in remodeling are based on economics. luxury may be considered an
unnecessary excess. Comfortable working conditions should be considered as a
means of improving employee morale and productivity.
Comply with current codes
As discussed before, current energy codes must be complied with just as
safety and health codes.
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Reduce building energy costs
The desire to reduce building energy costs is evident in an analysis of
the Buildings magazine surveys referenced above. As shown in Figure 6,
"energy conserving features" are incorporated in a significant percent of the
buildings being remodeled. The most common features currently included are
updating the HVAC system and adding insulation. These are followed by
installing an energy management control system, replacing windows and improving
the lighting system. Of lowest priority, but still included in an impressive 40%
of the projects, is reroofing.
- - -- - - - -
78 79* 80 81 82 83 84
YEAR (*NO SURVEY IN 1979)
SURVEY QUESTION: WHICH OF THESE ENERGY CONSERVING FEATURES
WILL BE INCORPORATED IN YOUR MODERNIZATION PLANS ?
* UPDATE HVAC 0 INSULATION A RELIGHT * REROOF
K ENERGY MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM X NEW WINDOWS
Figure 6: Response to Buildings' survey with regard to what energy
conserving features their readers include in a remodel.
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COST OF ENERGY SYSTEMS
Significance of building energy systems
The building energy systems represent a substantial and significant portion
of the total cost of remodeling. The useful life of the structure typically
exceeds the life of the building services. A general assumption is that the
building services will have to be replaced at least once during the life of the
building. Because of this, the replacement of the services is often the most
significant aspect of a remodeling project.
To exemplify this point, sixteen buildings remodeled for office space were
studied. The relationship between the building's total cost versus cost of
mechanical and electrical systems is shown in Figure 7. The inclusion of a
building in this study is random in the sense that the only requirements are that
the building be remodeled for office use' and adequate construction cost
information was provided. All of the buildings were built between 1979 and
1984. The location of the buildings range from California to Massachusetts.
Sixteen buildings is too small a sample to make any specific conclusions.
However, the overall significance of the mechanical and electrical systems to
remodeling is apparent when comparing the same relationship of new construction.
New construction figures were averaged from the "1985 Dodge Construction
Systems Costs" by McGraw Hill and the "1984 Means Systems Costs" by Robert
Means Co. Inc.. All but two of the buildings have a higher percentage of the
total cost associated with the mechanical and electrical systems in remodeling
compared with new construction. The average cost of the systems is 25% of
total construction in the remodeled buildings compared with 17% for new
construction.
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Figure 7: Total remodeling cost versus cost of mechanical and electrical
systems.
It can be concluded that the cost of these systems will have a significant
impact on the initial cost of a remodeling project. Further, the significance is
even greater in a remodeled building than it is in new construction.
Consumption and Demand
It is necessary to understand the difference between energy "consumption"
and "demand" and their relationship to energy cost and total remodeling cost.
Consumption is the amount of energy used over a given time period. In
the United States it is usually expressed in terms of kilowatt hours (KWH) or
British Thermal Units per hour' (BTU/hr). Demand is the peak rate of
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consumption. It is usually determined by integrating the rate of consumption
over a 15 or 30 minute time period. It is expressed in terms of KW or BTU's.
It is typical for utility companies to measure both the consumption and
demand. Then base the bill on the demand. This is a very significant fact. For
example, suppose a business consumes and demands consistently little energy for
most of the month. Then one day their demand is especially high during an
hour in the afternoon but their total consumption stays the same. The entire
month's bill may be based on the peak demand of that one hour even though
their consumption was no different that day than any other.
A significant reduction in peak demand will reduce initial construction
costs. Building energy systems are designed to handle peak loading conditions. If
there is a significant reduction in peak demand, smaller and less expensive
equipment could be installed. The determination of what is "significant" is
important.
Every piece of mechanical equipment has a range in which it operates
most efficiently. A significant reduction in peak loads would be one in which
the mechanical equipment could be reduced from an efficient larger size to an
efficient smaller size.
Reducing consumption does not necessarily mean a reduction in cost. A
true reduction in energy cost will come from a reduction in peak demand. As
explained before, the utility companies base their charges on demand. Many
utility companies. especially in big cities, use a method of rate calculation called
"ratcheting".
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The ASHRAE 1984 Systems Handbook gives a simplified example of the
ratchet billing procedure. The amount billed is determined by comparing the
actual demand for the month with 85% of the highest demand over the past
eleven months. Whichever amount is highest is the amount billed. Figure 8
illustrates this concept. The highest demand is 1000 KW in the August. The
winter months have a demand of approximately 700 KW each. The minimum
amount billed is 850 KW under the 85% ratchet described above. Therefore,
even though the demand in the winter months is below 850 KW, the utility will
bill for 850 KW. In the summer months where the demand is above 850 KW,
the bill will be for the actual amount demanded.
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ACTUAL DEMAND BILLED DEMAND WITH 85% RATCHET
Figure 8: Example of monthly energy cost with "ratchet" billing.
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Emphasis on cost versus conservation
The cost of remodeling in general, and energy use in particular, has been
a consistent theme of this paper thus far. Some would argue that there is a
more important issue concerning energy and remodeling, that of conserving our
nation's natural resources. The two issues are in fact intertwined.
The cost of building energy use is a direct result of the cost to produce
that energy. The reason utility companies charge higher rates for energy use
during certain times of the day and base their bills on peak demands is not
necessarily greed, as is commonly assumed. The utility companies want to reduce
their peak loads. Just as a building can use smaller equipment by reducing peak
demand, the utility company does not have to build new power plants to meet
additional peak demand.
The elimination of new power plants can be a very beneficial factor in
the pursuit to conserve the nation's nonrenewable natural resources. Land is
needed to build the plant and energy is used in the construction. maintenance
and operation of the plant. It takes energy to make energy.
The Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) has made a preliminary study
concerning this issue. They studied 3000 commercial buildings and investigated
various changes that would make the buildings more energy efficient. SERI's
preliminary conclusions are that between two to three times more energy is
saved, on a national level, by reducing each building's peak demand and negating
the need for new power plants than by the conservation efforts incorporated
into the buildings. This is indeed a remarkable conclusion, and warrants further
investigation.
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SERI's conclusion makes logical sense, given the previous dicsussion on
peak demand. If their conclusion can be verified, a very strong case can be
made for designers to concentrate on reducing a building's peak demand as
opposed to reducing the building's total energy use. This strategy would conserve
nonrenewable natural resources on a national scale while reducing the operating
costs of individual buildings. The two concepts are one in the same, yielding
benefits to all concerned.
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It has been established that there is a desire by developers and owners to
reduce energy costs and initial costs during a commercial remodel. Based on
previous discussion, an understanding of the building's energy costs and peak
loading conditions are important considerations in achieving these goals. The
problem then is how to communicate the significance of these issues during
conceptual design. It is important to provide a means by which the owner, or
final decision maker, can understand these issues as well as the designer. The
successful communication of information is a means by which information is
transformed into knowledge. A computer graphic semiotic, or computer imaging
system, is proposed as a basis for one possible solution to this communication
problem. A prototype graphic program, SAGE, was developed to demonstrate the
appropriateness of the semiotic for energy analysis.
THE SEMIOTIC
The need for the semiotic
Stephen Hale, a Massachusetts architect, expressed the common belief
among most designers that "architecture is a visual art". The process of
architectural design is also visual. It is a natural extension of this process to use
computer graphics in the exploration of building energy use during conceptual
design.
Computers are fast becoming standard items in most architectural and
engineering offices. A seminar was held in Boston dealing with "Building
Redesign and Energy Challenges" in November of 1984. During that seminar.
many architects were asked about their use of computers and their future plans
for computer use. Almost without exception, the architects were using computers
for some aspect of their business. Some, in larger firms, were using computers
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for drafting. Those that did not use computers in some kind of graphic capacity
expected to in the near future.
When computers are used for any kind of energy analysis, the typical
program produces a multitude of confusing numerical tables, bar and pie charts.
While this output may be appropriate for a detailed anal.ysis or simulation, it is
not appropriate during conceptual design. The emphasis is on identifying
important issues and understanding their relationships. Typical computer graphic
images fall short of satisfying this need.
The most common computer graphic images used in energy analysis today
are bar charts, pie charts and line diagrams. Bar charts are easily interpretted as
long as they are not broken into components to form "stacked" bar charts
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(Figure 9). Once the bar chart consists of several components, only the total
quantity of the bar is easily perceptible. The components of the bar are
removed from the absolute reference of the base line. Pie charts rely on the
observer being able to differentiate areas of irregular shapes, the wedges of the
pie. If there are only a few wedges that make up the pie, a general perception
of which is largest can be made. However, there is no absolute reference in a
pie chart. The actual quantity or percentage of each wedge can not be
determined from the graphic. Similar to bar charts, if there are too many
components that make up the pie, interpretation of the image becomes very
difficult (Figure 10). Line diagrams are most useful to show a trend of some
component over time. Again, too many components make the diagram confusing.
The issue of displaying a timed sequence is uniquely suited to a computer
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through the use of animation. This issue will be discussed in a succeeding
section.
The shortcomings of typical graphic displays and their application to
computers were the motivations for the proposed semiotic.
Terminology
The semiotic is a set of rules used to format quantitative information on
a computer screen. The term "display" will be used to distinguish different sets
of quantitative data. In order to describe the displays of this prototype,
terminology from Bertin in his book, Semiology of Graphics, is used.'
Invariant-
The complete and invariable notion common to all the data.
Component:
Variational concepts. In other words, the components are the quantities
that vary and are based on the notion of the invariant.
Element:
Divisions of the component. These are the quantities that combine to
make the component.
Subelements:
Divisions of the elements. Bertin would probably classify these as
"elements", but the distinction is made for clarity.
Image:
A meaningful visual form perceptible in the minimum instant of vision.
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Jacques Bertin, Semiology of Graphics, trans. William J. Berg (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1983).
Each display is based on one invariant. SAGE has three displays. Each
of the components, elements and subelements is a quantity. Each quantity
comprises a separate image.
Rules of the semiotic
1. Each image is a regular polygon. The determination of the the
number of vertices, and thus the polygon, is based on the greater of two
conditions: the number of elements comprising a component or the number of
subelements comprising an element plus one. SAGE uses squares (see Figures 16
through 24), but a display is not limited to squares (Figures 11 and 12).
A 5
Figure 11: Example of the triangle as the base polygon in the semiotic.
2. Once the polygon has been determined, it will be used consistently
throughout the display. Consistency is important so that comparisons between
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Figure 72: Example of the hexagon as the base polygon in the semiotic.
images may be easily made. The relative sizes of the different images represent
the relative quantities. The larger the size, the larger the quantity. The actual
area of one image, however, has no meaningful relationship to another image.
3. Each image must have a similar central metric (Figure 13). The
central metric is a common reference between images. It serves the same
purpose as the "0" point in a Cartesian coordinate system. The central metric
also insures the independence of each image. Each image is complete within
itself and needs no other reference to be interpreted.
4. Each successive ring of an image represents an absolute quantity. The
quantity of each ring is arbitrary, but must be consistent throughout the display.
Each ring is separated with a grid line (Figure 13). The total quantity of an
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Figure 13: Definitions of the various parts of an image.
image is determined by the number of rings filled solidly. If the total quantity
is not evenly divisible by the quantity of a ring, the last ring will be partially
filled. A grid line will complete the image to indicate where the ring would
have ended had it been totally filled. The quantity of the image -may also be
determined from the numerical value located in the middle of the central
metric.
5. If the quantity of an image is zero, only the central metric will be
represented (Figure 12).
6. Color will only be used to distinguish between different components
or elements. The use of color is not necessary, but does help to visually
separate two dissimilar quantities.
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7. If two or more images extend from the vertices of another image, the
sum of those images equals the total of the image from which they extend. If
one image represents a positive quantity and the other represents a negative
quantity, the total will be the net sum. The color of the net sum will be that
of the larger of the positive or negative quantity. The graphical tonal value of
the net sum will be of a lesser degree than the tonal value of the larger of the
positive or negative quantity (Figure 14).
POSITIVE
QUANTITY
NET
(POSITIVE)
NEGATIVE
QUANTITY
Figure 14: Example of a net quantity between two images. The middle
square is the net of the sum of the two images extending from its
vertices.
8. If two images do not touch, they are independent quantities (Figure
15).
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Figure 15: Four independent quantities. No image is a component of
another.
SAGE
SAGE is the prototype computer program developed as part of this
research to demonstrate the appropriateness of the semiotic. As discussed in the
introduction to this research, SAGE is an acronym for "Semiotic Adducting
Graphics and Energy".
The graphic program
Quantities for each image are calculated using Lotus 123, a spreadsheet
program by Lotus Development Company. The information from Lotus is linked
to SAGE and translated into the displays based on the semiotic. The code for
the SAGE was written in "C". a programming language developed at Bell Labs.
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The Lotus spreadsheet used and the source code for SAGE are listed in
the Appendix.
Lotus was used for two reasons. First, it is a very popular spreadsheet
program that many designers already have. The displays presented here may
therefore be immediately used. Secondly, the emphasis of this research is on the
semiotic and the displays - themselves rather than on a particular calculation
method. Lotus was used to calculate the loads and costs using a simple degree
day method.
Emphasis was given to the displays because as computers continue to
become faster, increase storage, and become able to easily share information,
more sophisticated computation will become readily available. What will not
change is the need for users to interpret the results of the computer's
computations.
Discription of the displays
The first display is comprised of the following:
Invariant: cost of energy per square foot.
Components: spring, summer, fall and winter seasons and yearly total.
Elements: heating, cooling, lighting and equipment.
Subelements: peak demand -and energy consumption.
An example of the first display is shown in Figures 16. through 19.
Figure 16 shows the cost of energy for all the seasons. In. this example, the
designer has chosen to look at the cost of energy for the spring season more
closely. All the seasons are erased from the screen and the total cost for spring
is displayed (Figure 17). Expanding the image reveals the different components
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that make up the total spring energy cost (Figure 18). A final expansion reveals
the cost of consumption and demand that comprise the cost of each of the
components. In this manner, the designer can look at any level of detail he
desires.
The second display is comprised of the following:
Invariant- Summer peak loads expressed in terms of BTU/hr.
Components: North, east, south, west and core building zones, and total
building load.
Elements: Natural loads and mechanical loads.
Subelements of natural loads: People, solar gain and envelope conduction.
Subelements of mechanical loads: lighting and equipment.
The second display is exemplified in Figures 20 through 23. Similar to
the first display, all the zones are shown together. A selection to examine the
south zone brings up Figure 21. Figure 21 represents the peak summer load in
1000 BTU/hr for the south zone. Expanding this image yields the components
that comprise the total loads (Figure 22). In this case, the components are the
loads associated with natural causes and those with mechanical causes. Compare
Figure 22 with Figure 14. Note that the displays are similar. The difference lies
in the fact that the graphic tonal values of Figure 22 are all the same. Figure
14 has two distinct tonal values. The central image in Figure 22 represents the
sum of its two component images. While the central image in Figure 14 also
represents the sum of its components, one component is positive and the other
is negative. Therefore, it is necessary to make the graphic distinction between
positive and negative quantities in order for the display to be interpretted
correctly.
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The third display is comprised of the following
Invariant Winter peak loads expressed in terms of BTU/hr.
Components: North, east, south ,west and core building zones, and total
building load.
Elements: Walls, glass and infiltration.
Figure 24 shows the image expansion of the third display for the south
zone. It is derived in similar fashion to the first two displays, but has fewer
elements.
These examples are reproduced in black and white photographs, the actual
displays are in color on the computer screen to distinguish between the various
displays. As mentioned previously, color is not neccesary to the interpretation of
the images. The numeric values of the images have been enhanced for clarity.
FIRST DISPLAY: COST OF ENERGY FOR EACH SEASON ($.01/SQ FT)
Figure 16: Cost of energy: All seasons.
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Figure 17: Cost of energy: Spring season total.
Figure 18: Cost of energy: Spring total cost and the components that make
up the total cost - Heating, Cooling, Equipment, Lights.
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Figure 19: Cost of energy: Consumption and Demand expanded from each
component to yield the final display.
SECOND DISPLAY: SUMMER PEAK LOAD (1000 BTU/H)
Figure 20: Peak summer: All zones.
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Figure 21: Peak summer: Total load of South zone.
Figure 22: Peak summer: Total load expanded to show components that
make up the total - natural and mechanical causes.
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Figure 23: Peak summer: People, solar gain and envelope conduction
expanded from natural load causes. Lights, equipment and ventilation
expanded from mechanical load causes.
THIRD DISPLAY: WINTER PEAK LOAD (1000 BTU/H)
Figure 24a: Peak winter: All zones.
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Figure 24b: Peak winter: Total load of south zone.
Figure 24c: Peak winter: Loads due to glass, walls and infiltration
expanded from the total. This is the last expansion in this display.
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Levels of perception
The displays can be perceived at three levels of investigation: general,
intermediate and elementary. The general level of perception is the first and
immediate view of the images. The most apparent information gleaned at this
level is the relative sizes of the images in the display. With this first look, a
designer can establish a ranking of the various components within a display.
Images with larger sizes represent components of greater quantities. During the
conceptual design of a building, identifying the significant relationships between
components is the first, and most important, task.
The second level of perception is a closer examination of the elements
within a component. Just as the relationships between components were discerned
at the general level of perception, relationships between elements of components
and between elements of different components can be identified.
The final level of perception is the most detailed examination of the
display. Actual quantities can be determined by studying each image separately.
Knowledge from the information in SAGE
The first display, cost of energy, is intended to give the designer an
understanding the result of any design changes. As has been discussed previously.
cost of energy is considered the most appropriate measure upon which to base
decisions. Energy cost is not a typical way in which to depict building energy
performance. Few, if any, computer programs display peak demand information.
As the study by SERI indicates, peak demand may be the most significant
energy issue in building design. SAGE specifically addresses this issue.
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The last two displays, indicating peak loading conditions, are included to
suggest possible building modifications that might reduce costs. Unusual zone
conditions and potential control complexities are examples of the type of
information that might be discerned in studying these displays. The displays may
also be used in an explanation to the client of the various complexities of the
design and of the possible alternatives. Because the client is the final decision
maker, it is necessary to communicate the information to him as well as to the
designer.
Evaluation of SAGE
When the displays developed here were shown to various architects and
designers, most of the questions involved user interface. Typical questions asked
were "can I see these two displays together?" and "can I save this image to
compare it with another one?". In its current state. SAGE is not able to
directly manipulate the images to answer these questions. This inability limits the
important process of asking "what if" questions. For example, if the designer
sees that one zone is dominating the building cooling load, he can not
immediately modify the area of the zone to see if it has an effect on the
cooling load. He would have to go back to Lotus and modify the zone. By the
time the modified display is presented, remembering what the previous cooling
load was is difficult. If the designer did not have to leave the display to
modify the zone, the images would change before his eyes and the effect of the
design change would be obvious. Switching back and forth between different
displays poses a similar problem. Because the two displays are on different
screens and therefore not directly comparable, remembering one display while
looking at another posed a problem for several of the designers that used SAGE.
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This type of direct manipulation of the display is a question of user interface
and will be discussed subsequently.
Another concern expressed deals with the images themselves. The images
are two dimensional representations of singular quantities. Both dimensions
change as the image changes. Because of this, the absolute size of one image is
not directly proportional to the absolute size of another. For example, assume
there are two images on the screen and that the first image represents twice the
2*A A
Figure 25: Two squares drawn according to the semiotic. The square on the
left is twice the quantity of the one on the right.
quantity of the second (Figure 25). The first image does not look twice as big
as the second. There are twice the number of rings in the first image compared
to the second, but this is not visually apparent when only looking at the areas
of the images. Even if the areas of the images were mathematically correct, the
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first image would not look twice as large as the second (Figure 26). What is
apparent is the relative size of the images. It is obvious that the first image is
larger than the second.
2*A A
Figure 26: Two squares drawn so that the area of the square on the left is
twice as big as the square on the right.
The decision to use this format for the images was based on the fact
that at the first reading of the images, the general perception, the relative sizes
of the images is the most important information to be discerned. The actual
values of the images are important at the elementary level of perception. At
this level. the values can be read directly from the center of the image.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Animation and User Interface
The semiotic and displays were designed with the future development of
computers in mind. Two aspects of this development are particularly significant'
animation and user interface.
Animation is probably the single most significant difference between
computer graphics and standard print graphics. Timed sequences are not limited
to being a series of similar graphics depicted on a "time line". In the case of
the displays developed here, the loading conditions for the building during a
peak day, or any other condition, could be shown essentially as a movie. Each
image would maintain its relative position in the display, but its size would vary
with the varying conditions of the day.
User interface can be defined simply as the interaction of the user with
the computer, or the ability to get the computer to do what you want it to do.
The user interface is extremely important to any program and greatly effects the
positive or negative feelings towards the program by the user. This in turn
effects the potential user's decision of whether or not to even use the program.
This fact is evidenced by the comments of the designers that evaluated SAGE.
Each image in the prototype is independent of every other image, even
though it is possibly related to one or more other images. Therefore, each image
is both a representation of information and a potential "icon" for the user
interface. An icon is a term generally referred to as a familiar object the user
points to, or manipulates, to perform a particular task. The form of the object
usually suggests the task to be performed. An example is the use of a graphic
garbage can used by the Apple Macintosh computer to "throw away" or erase
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files from the computer's memory. Following the rules of the semiotic, the
images could be used as similar icons. For example, if two separate images were
positioned so that their vertices touched, a new image would grow between them
to represent the total of the two. Or, if the central metric of an image was
pointed to, its subelements would grow from its vertices. There would no doubt
have to be more traditional icons in the complete interface, but the ability to
combine and manipulate information (the images) without the necessity of going
through a series of commands would greatly enhance the process of understanding
the information displayed.
The need for shared information
In order for graphic systems of the type described here to be used
within the design profession, they must not be independent computer programs.
Rather, they should be part of a larger information base dealing with the
business of design and the art of design. The basic intent of any computer
program is to make a particular task easier for the user. If the user is required
to input similar information into different programs, time is wasted and there is
a good chance the programs will not be used because of the bother. If, on the
other hand. information is shared through a common data base and a common
user interface, the designer can concentrate on designing. One example of this
would be the extension of the already common- computer aided design system, or
CAD. Building attributes from the CAD system could easily provide the
information for an abstract graphic display representing the building floor plan
an the energy use associated with the design. In the diagram (Figure 27). the
building's heating and cooling loads are shown as an instant in time. The images
are based on the semiotic proposed. This diagram is included as an example of
the general nature of the semiotic and of the potential for future applications.
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Figure 27: Future display combining SAGE with a computer aided design
system.
CONCLUSION
The need to reexamine the way in which information is displayed. and
therefore the development of the semiotic, came about because of changing
technology. A computer graphic presents a different set of circumstances than a
printed graphic. This change has yet to be fully recognized in the design
profession. Current computer displays for architectural design are merely print
graphics produced by a computer. This is not unusual. The development of a
new technology is often greatly influenced by the technology it is replacing. An
example of this is provided by the evolution of the automobile. Not only were
automobiles called "horseless carriages", they resembled the shape of the carriage
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Figure 28 The shape of early automobiles resembled "horseless carriages"
(Figure 28). When designers reexamined the automobile without preconceived
notions of what the shape should be, more appropriate designs were introduced.
Computer graphics for architects and engineers are in the "horseless carriage"
stage. The semiotic of this research is proposed as a means to begin to
reexamine important relationships involved with building design and thermal
performance. New insights should emerge from this reexamination: methods for
natural and mechanical system integration, discovery of economic implications of
proposed architectural changes and ways in which to conserve energy while still
promoting comfort.
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SUMMARY
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Commercial remodeling represents a significant portion of the overall
construction industry in the United States. In the 1982 Census of Construction,
remodeling comprised 27% of the nonresidential construction sector. The 1982
Census was the first time the government separated remodeling from new
construction. Buildings magazine, however, has been surveying its subscribers
since 1971 to determine the extent of remodeling activity in the United States.
Their surveys reveal a consistently high market for remodeling. About 85% of
Buildings magazine subscribers, who are mostly developers and managers of
commercial property, are continually involved in remodeling.
The primary reasons for remodeling are: a change of the building's
function, a need for additional space, to reduce building energy costs, to comply
with current building codes, to improve the general quality of existing space to
meet market demands, and to take advantage of the revised tax laws. The tax
laws were changed in 1976 and modified in 1981 to make remodeling an
economically attractive option to demolition and new construction. The tax acts
therefore boosted an already large market.
One aspect of remodeling, that of building energy use, was of primary
conern to this research. The relationship between a building and its energy use
was established as a critical element in the decision of whether or not to
remodel a building. Replacing building energy systems can be a large percentage
of the initial cost of remodeling, more so than for new construction. Further,
operating costs are of primary concern to owners and developers. The operation
and maintenance of energy systems are major contributors to these costs.
Emphasizing energy costs during building design does more than benefit
individual clients. Buildings that are responsive to energy issues, especially peak
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demand, are beneficial to the effort of conserving the nation's nonrenewable
energy resources.
In order to devise an appropriate strategy for building energy use,
designers must understand what the important energy issues are at the earliest
stages of design. A computer graphic semiotic, and a prototype program, SAGE,
were proposed as an example of how computers, and computer graphics, can
help in the communication of important information to designers at the
conceptual level of design. SAGE is an acronym for "Semiotic Adducting
Graphics and Energy".
The need for the development of the semiotic, and SAGE, was threefold.
First, architects and engineers do not currently have an intuitive feeling for
building energy use and therefore need aides in acquiring this sense, or in
confirming what notions they might have. Second, currently available computer
programs. and computer graphics, fall short in meeting this need. Finally, the
use of computers as design tools will become increasingly popular as the
technical capabilities of computers increase and more and more architects and
engineers employ the use of computers for all phases of their work.
The semiotic is a method by which quantifiable information can be
displayed on a computer screen. It is based on the premise that relationships
between building thermal performance and building configuration must be
presented in a way that is quickly understood by the designer during conceptual
design. Each quantity is represented as a series of concentric regular polygons
and is called an "image". Each successive ring of the image represents a given
interval. The number of rings in an image, therefore, represents the whole
quantity. Each image has a central metric so that it may be evaluated
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independently of any other image. The relative position of one image to another
is important, however. If the vertices of two images touch, they are somehow
directly related to each other. For example, SAGE has one display that depicts
energy cost by season. The total cost of energy for a season is an image in the
middle of the screen, in this case, a square. From each of the four vertices, the
components that contribute to the total energy cost for the season are expanded
as separate images. These images may in turn be expanded in a similar fashion.
There are two major advantages in using the proposed semiotic. First,
quantities are visually ordered in a manner which makes for easy comparison
between different quantities or various components of the quantities. Secondly,
because each image can be independently interpreted, there exists the potential to
manipulate the images on the computer screen or to store them in memory for
later reference by the designer. Currently, SAGE can not manipulate the images
in this manner. This was the major complaint of the people who used SAGE.
When comparing two screens of information, or when modifying the building
and returning to the same screen, the images could not be memorized well
enough to make easy comparisons.
Future development of SAGE will be to link it with a computer aided
design system. With an appropriate interface to alleviate the problems associated
with having to leave the graphic display, SAGE will provide a basis for
understanding the implications of design decisions on building energy performance.
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APPENDIX
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The following is the source code for SAGE. It is written in "C", a
programming language developed at Bell Labs.
#include <graphics.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define ESC 27
#define CR 13
#define DEL 8
#define UP 30
#define DN 31
#define MAX 10
#define SIZE 5
#define PP 1
#define CP 0
#define BK 15
#define GC 3
#define CC 2
#define PS 2
#define PW 1
#define CTRX 160
#define CTRY 100
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
screen up
screen down
size of base square
peak palette
seasons palette
background color
grid color
seasons color
summer peak color
winter peak color
center of screen
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
int B DIV, B INC;
int C DIV, C INC;
int BSTEP, CSTEP;
typedef struct {
int cl, cld, clc;
int ht, ht d, ht c;
int li, li d, li c;
int eq, eq d, eqc;
int to, tod, toc;
} SEASON;
SEASON sp, su, fa, wi, yr;
typedef struct {
int na, na_pe, na_sl, naen;
int me,meli, me_eq, me vt;
int tos;
int hour;
} PEAKSU;
PEAK_SU psun, psu_e, psus, psu-w, psuc, psu_b;
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typedef struct {
i-nt gl;
int en;
int in;
int tow;
} PEAKWI;
PEAK_WI pwin, pwie, pwi_s, pwi-w, pwic, pwib;
char info[] = "b:info";
char lotusi nfo[] = "b: i nfo.prn";
main ()
{
extern int BDIV, B_ INC, CDIV, C_ INC;
B_DIV =
B_ INC =
C_DIV =
CINC =
10;
2;
10;
2;
/* set beginning graph scale */
menu_1 0;
-1
This function reads data from filtered lotus file
and puts it into the defined structures
put data (filename)
char filename[];
{
int fd,mode,n;
mode= 0;
fd= open (filename, mode);
if ( (n= read (fd,sp,
printf ("\ncan't
exit (1);
}
if ( (n= read (fd,su,
pr intf ("\ncan' t
exit ();
if ( (n= read (fd,fa,
printf ("\ncan't
exit (1);
}
sizeof (SEASON))) == ERR
read sp %s",filename);
sizeof (SEASON))) == ERR
read su %s",filename);
sizeof (SEASON))) == ERR
read fa %s",fi lename);
/*
/*
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if ( (n= read(fd,wi, sizeof
printf("\ncan't read wi
exit(]);
if ( (n= read(fd,yr, sizeof
printf("\ncan't read yr
exit(1);
I
(SEASON))) == ERR
%s",filename);
(SEASON))) == ERR
%s",filename);
if ( (n= read (fd,psun, sizeof(PEAK SU)))
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename)
exit(1);
if ( (n= read (fd,psu_e, sizeof(PEAK SU)))
printf("\ncan't read pwi %s",filename)
exit(1)
I
if ( (n= read (fd,psu_s, sizeof(PEAKSU)))
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename)
exit (1);
}
if ( (n= read (fd,psu_w, sizeof(PEAKSU))) ==
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit(I);
if ( (n= read (fd,psu_c, sizeof(PEAKSU))) ==
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit (1)
}
if ( (n= read (fd,psu_b, sizeof(PEAKSU))) ==
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit (1);
}
if ( (n= read (fd,pwi_n, sizeof(PEAK_WI))) =
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit(1)
}
if ( (n= read (fd,pwi_e, sizeof(PEAK_WI))) ==
printf("\ncan't read psu %s',filename);
exit (1);
}
) {
) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
ERR ) {
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if ( (n= read(fd,pwis, sizeof(PEAKWI))) == ERR ) {
printf("\ncan't read psu %s" ,filename);
exit(1);
}
if ( (n= read(fd,pwi w, sizeof(PEAKWI))) == ERR ) {
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit (1)
}
if ( (n= read(fd,pwi_c, sizeof(PEAKWI))) == ERR ) {
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit(1);
}
if ( (n= read(fd,pwi_b, sizeof(PEAKWI))) == ERR ) {
printf("\ncan't read psu %s",filename);
exit (1)
}
}
menu_1 )
{
int i,j;
cIs 0 ;
screen(0);
width (80);
printf("MAIN MENU\n\n\n");
printf("MODIFY BUILDING .......... 1\n");
printf("ENERGY COST BY SEASON .... 2\n");
printf("PEAK SUMMER LOAD ......... 3\n");
printf("PEAK WINTER LOAD ......... 4\n");
printf("\nESC to exit");
printf("\n\nselection: ")
j= number ()
switch (j) {
case 1
exec ("a: 123.exe")
filter (lotusinfo, info);
put_data (info);
menu_1 0
case 2 :
menu_2 0;
case 3 :
menu_3 0
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case 4 :
menu_4 0
case ESC
ci s ()
screen (0);
width (80);
exit (0);
default.:
beep();
menu_1 ()
}
}
menu_2 ()
{
int i,j;
cIs ) ;
screen (0);
width (80);
printf ("ENERGY COST ($.Ol/SQ FT)\n\n\n");
printf ("ALL SEASONS ........... l\n");
pr intf ("SPRING ................ 2\n") ;
pr intf ("SUMMER ................ 3\n")
printf ("FALL .................. 4\n") ;
printf ("WINTER .................5\n") ;
printf ("YEARLY ................ 6\n\n");
pr i ntf ("CHANGE GRAPH SCALE .... 7\n");
printf ("ESC to return to main menu");
printf ("\n\nselection: ");
j= number 0
switch (j) {
case 1
graphall 0;
menu_2();
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case 2 :
graph (&sp,2);
menu_2 0
case 3 :
graph (&su,3);
menu_2 );
case 4 :
graph (&fa,4);
menu_20;
case 5 :
graph (&wi,5);
menu_2 0;
case 6 :
graph (&yr
menu_2 0;
case 7
c_scal
menu_2
e 0
0 ;
case ESC :
menu_1 0
default
beep()
menu_2 ;
menu_3 0
{
int i,j;
c Is 0
screen(0);
width (80);
("PEAK SUMMER LOAD (
("ALL ZONES .........
("NORTH ZONE ........
("EAST ZONE .........
("SOUTH ZONE ........
("WEST ZONE .........
("CORE ZONE .........
("WHOLE BUILDING ....
("CHANGE GRAPH SCALE
("ESC to return to ma
("\n\nselection: ");
xlOO0 BTU/H)\n\n\n");
.... 2\n")
....2\n")
.... 3\n")
.... 4\n");
.... 5\n")
*... 6\n")
.... 7\n\n");
.... 8\n");
in menu");
,6);
I
}
pri
pr
pr
pr i
pri
pr
pri
pr i
pri
pr i
pri
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
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j= number 0 ;
switch (j) {
case 1
graphzones (psu-n.tos, psue.tos, psu_s.to_s,
psu-w.tos, psuc.to_s, 1 );
menu_30;
case 2 :
graphpsu
menu_3 0
case 3 :
graph_psu
menu_30;
case 4 :
graphpsu
menu_3();
case 5 :
graphpsu
menu_30;
case 6 :
graphpsu
menu_30;
case 7 :
graphpsu
menu_3 ;
case 8 :
b_scale ;
menu_30;
case ESC :
menu_1 0 ;
default :
beep();
menu_30;
(&psu-n,2);
(&psue,3);
(&psus,4);
(&psu-w,5);
(&psu_c,6);
(&psu_b,7);
I
}
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menu_4 0
{
int i,j;
cls();
screen(0);
width (80);
pr
pr
pri
pri
pri
pri
pri
pri
pri
pri
pr i
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
ntf
("PEAK WINTER LOAD (xlOOO BTU/H)\n\n\n");
("ALL ZONES ............. 1\n");
("NORTH ZONE ............ 2\n");
("EAST ZONE ............. 3\n");
("SOUTH ZONE.............4\n");
("WEST ZONE ............. 5\n");
("CORE ZONE ............. 6\n");
("WHOLE BUILDING ........ 7\n\n");
("CHANGE GRAPH SCALE .... 8\n");
("ESC to return to main menu");
("\n\nselect ion: ") -
j= number ();
switch (j) {
case 1
graphzones (pwi-n.tow, pwie.to_w, pwi_s.tow,
pwi-w.tow, pwic.tow, 2 );
menu_4 0
case 2 :
graphpwi (&pwi_n);
menu_4 );
case 3 :
graphpwi (&pwie,3);
menu_40 ;
case 4 :
graph_pwi
menu_4 ;
case 5 :
graphpwi
menu_4 ;
case 6 :
graphpwi
menu_4 0
case 7 :
graph_pwi
menu_40 ;
(&pwis,4);
(&pwi-w,5);
(&pwi_c,6);
(&pwib,7);
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case 8 :
b_scale ( ;
menu_4 ) ;
case ESC :
menu_1 ) ;
default :
beep (;
menu_4 ) ;
This function gets an ascii char inputted from the
the terminal and changes it to an integer
number ()
{
char c;
int num;
char buf [MAX];
char *p;
p = &buf [0];
while ( (c= getchar()
if( c == ESC)
return (c);
*p = C;
p++;
if ( c== DEL) {
p - 2;
"p =\0
}
}
!= CR ) {
-p = I\0';
num= atoi (buf);
return (num);
I
This function is an extension of any menu. It changes
the scale of all the seasonal cost images
c_scale 0
{
char c;
extern int CDIV, CINC;
scr rowcol (18,0);
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I
}
/*
/* '/
/*
printf("EACH BAR =%d
printf("\nCHANGE ?
if ( (c=getchar () =
printf("\nBAR =
C_DIV = number 0;
I
($.Ol/sq ft)",C_DIV);
( y or n) ") ;
= y
");
I I C == 'Y') {
printf("\nSMALLEST INCREMENT IS %d
printf("\nCHANGE ? ( y or n )
if ( (c=getchar () -=
printf("\nINCREMENT
C_ INC = number 0;
}
($.O1/sq ft",C_INC);
1) ;
'y' | C == 'Y') {
= ") ;
This function changes the scale of the peak
load images.
b_scale 0
{
char c;
extern int BDIV, BINC;
scr rowcol (18,0);
printf("EACH BAR =%d
printf ("\nCHANGE ?
if (
pr
B_
(c=getchar() 0
intf("\nBAR =
DIV = numberO;
y
(xOOO btu/hr)",B_DIV);
( y or n) ") ;
c == 'Y') {
printf("\nSMALLEST INCREMENT IS %d
printf("\nCHANGE ? ( y or n )
(xlOOO btu\hr)",B_INC);
1) -
if ( (c=getchar 0) == 'y' c == 'Y') {
printf("\nINCREMENT = ")
B_ INC = number 0;
}
}
/*
/*
*/
}
}
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/* Check to see if the user wants to continue with the */
/* image or go back to the previous menu. */
check (menu)
int (*menu) 0;
{
char c;
while ( (c=scr_cio) ! CR) {
if (c == ESC)
(*menu) ();
else if (c == UP)
scrscup(;
else if (c == DN)
scr_scdn ()
/* Plot the image and label it.
plot ( buf, val, grid, step, x, y, c, co)
int val, grid, step;
int x, y, c, co;
char buf[];
{
int xl,x2,yl,y2,al,a2,bl,b2;
int i,s;
moveTo(x,y);
xl= al= x + SIZE
yl= bl= y + SIZE
x2= a2= x - SIZE
y2= b2= y - SIZE
if (val != 0)
for (i=l; i<=val+grid; i++)
box (xl++, yl++, x2--, y2--, c);
s= 0;
for (i=0; i<=grid; i++) {
box (al+s, bl+s, a2-s, b2-s, co);
s= s + step;
}
label ( buf, grid, step, x,y)
}
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Determine the number of grid lines in an
the image value, division and increment.
image based on
(v,div,inc)
v,div, inc;
int d,i;
if (v != 0) {
i= v/div;
if ( v % div == 0
d= i;
else
d= ++i;
}
else
d= 0;
( v- (((v/div)*div)) < inc ) )
return (d);
Determine the value of the image in terms of number of
lines required on the display. One line is the width of
one pixel.
*/
value (a,b)
int a, b;
{
int v;
v= a/b;
return (v);
}
shift (a,b,step)
int a,b,step;
{
int i,j,k;
SIZE +
SIZE +
i+j ;
((step-1) *a)
((step-1) *b)
+a)
+b)
return (k);
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/*
/*
gri c
int
{
*/
*/
}
/*
/P.
I
(
(
k=
/* Label the image using the 5x5 character font.
label (buf,grid,step,x,y)-
int grid,step,x,y;
char buf[];{
int i,j;
i= x-SIZE;
j= y+ 4+ SIZE+ ((step-1) *grid) +grid;
moveTo(i,j);
scrputs (buf);
}
/* Plot and label the legend, which is an image itself.
idc (buf)
char buf[];
{
int x,y,val,grid;
int indent_x,indenty;
indent_x = 4;
indenty = 14;
grid = 1;
val = value (CDIV,CINC);
moveTo(4,4);
scr_puts (buf);
x = SIZE + CSTEP + indentx;
y = SIZE + CSTEP + indent-y;
plot C" ",val,grid,C_STEP,x,y,CC,GC);
idlabel (CDIV,CSTEP,x,y);
}
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id_b (buf,c)
char buf[];
int c;
{
int x,y,val,grid;
int indent-x,indenty;
indent_x = 4;
indent y = 14;
grid = 1;
val = value (B_DIV, BINC);
{
moveTo(4,4);
scrputs (buf);
x = SIZE + BSTEP + indentx;
y = SIZE + BSTEP + indent-y;
plot (" ", val, grid, BSTEP, x, y, c, GC);
idlabel (B_DIV, BSTEP, x, y);
d_ label (div,step,x,y)
nt div,step,x,y;
int i,j;
i = x - SIZE;
j = y + 4 + SIZE +step;
moveTo (i ,j).;
scrprintf ("%d",div);
}
graph (p,i)
SEASON *p;
int i;
{
nt
nt
nt
nt
nt
nt
nt
nt
nt
nt
cl _v,
ht v,
1liv,
eqv,
tov;
cl _val
ht_val
1lival
eq val
toval
cl _d_v,
htd v,
i _d_v,
eq_d_v,
cl _c_v;
ht c v;
li c-v;
eq_c-v;
cl _d_val,
ht_d_val,
li _d_val,
eqd_val,
cl _c_val;
ht_c_val;
li _c_val;
eq_c_val;
}
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i
i
i
i
i
cl gr, cl_d_gr, cl_c_gr;
ht gr, ht_d_gr, ht_c_gr;
li-gr, li_d_gr, li_c_gr;
eqgr, eq_d_gr, eq_c_gr;
to-gr;
cl _x, cl_y, cl_d_x, cl_d_y, cl_c_x, cl_c_y;
htx, ht_y, ht_d_x, ht_d_y, ht_c_x, ht_c_y;
lix, li_y, li_d_x, li_d_y, li_c_x, licy;
eqx, eqy, eq_d_x, eq_d_y, eq_c_x, eq_c_y;
tox, to-y;
int menu_20;
extern int CSTEP, C_DiV, C_INC;
C_STEP= (C_DIV/CINC) +1;
clv =
ci _d_v =
cl _c_v =
htv =
ht_d_v =
ht c v-
liv =
li d v =
licv =
eqv =
eq_dv =
eq_c_v =
tov =
togr= g
htgr= g
eqgr= g
cIgr= g
ligr= g
ht_c_gr=
eq_c_gr=
cl_c_gr=
1 i-cgr=
ht-d-gr=
eq_d_gr=
cld-gr=
lid-gr=
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
cI;
cl _d;
cl _c;
ht;
htd;
ht_c;
Ii;
Ii d;
i _c;
eq;
eqd;
eqc;
to;
rid (tov, CDIV, CINC);
rid (htv, CDIV, CINC);
rid (eqv, C_DIV, C_INC);
rid (clv, CDIV, C INC);
rid (iv, C_DIV, CINC);
grid
grid
grid
grid
grid
grid
grid
grid
(ht_c_v,
(eq_c_v,
(cl _c_v,
(ii _c_v,
(ht_d_v,
(eq_d_v,
(c _d_v,
(Ii -d v,
C_DIV,
C_DIV,
C_DIV,
C_DIV,
C _DIV,
C_DIV,
C_DIV,
C_DIV,
C_ INC);
C_ INC);
C_ INC);
C_ INC);
C INC)
C_ INC);
C_ INC);
C_ INC);
toval= value
htval= value
clval= value
eqval= value
lival= value
(to_v, C_ INC);
(htv, C_ INC);
(clv, CINC);
(eqv, CINC);
(liv, CINC);
int
int
int
i nt
int
int
i nt
int
i nt
i nt
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ht_c_val=
ci _c_va I
eq_c_va I
Ii _c_val=
ht_d_val=
c I_d_vaI=
eq_d-va 1=
Ii -dvaI=
val
val
val
val
val
val
val
val
tox= CTR_X;
to_y= CTRY;
htx= tox -
hty= toy -
clx= tox +
cl_y= to-y -
eqx= to x +
eq_y= to-y +
lix= tox -
li_y= to-y +
htcx= ht_x
ht_c_y= ht_y
ht_d_x= ht_x
ht_d_y= ht_y
cl_c_x= cI_x
cl_c_y= ci_y
cl_d_x= cl_x
cl_d_y= cl_y
eq_c_x= eq_x
eq_c_y= eq_y
eq_d_x= eq_x
eq_d_y= eq_y
lic x= li _x
li_c_y= li-y
lid x= li_x
li_d_y= li_y
c IS 0 ;
screen(1);
color (CP,O);
color (O,BK);
ue (ht_c_v, C
ue (cl_c_v, C
ue (eq_c_v, C
ue (li_c_v, C
ue (ht_d_v, C
ue (cld-v, C
ue (eq_d_v, C
ue (i d-v, C
shift (htgr,
shift (htgr,
shift (clgr,
shift (clgr,
shift (eqgr,
shift (eqgr,
shift (ligr,
shift (li_gr,
+
+
-+
+
+
shi ft
shi ft
shift
shift
shi ft
shift
shift
shift
shi ft
shi ft
shi ft
shi ft
shi ft
shift
shi ft
shi ft
(ht_cgr,
(ht_cgr,
(ht_dgr,
(ht_dgr,
(c I_cgr,
(c _cgr,
(cl _dgr,
(cl _dgr,
(eq_c_gr,
(eq_c_gr,
(eq_d_gr,
(eq_d_gr,
(1 i-cgr,
(li_c_gr,
( i_d_gr,
(i_d_gr,
switch (i) {
case 2
idc ('spring energy cost ($.O/sq ft)");
break;
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_INC)
_INC)
_INC)
_INC)
_INC)
_INC)
_INC)
_INC)
to-gr,
togr,
togr,
togr,
togr,
togr,
togr,
togr,
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
htg r,
ht_gr,
ht_gr,
htgr,
ci _gr,
ci _gr,
ci _gr,
cl _gr,
eqgr,
eqgr,
eqgr,
eqgr,
Si_gr,
Si_gr,
Si_gr,
Si_gr,
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
case 3 :
idc ("summer energy cost ($.Ol/sq ft)");
break;
case 4 :
id_c ("fall energy cost ($.Ol/sq ft)");
break;
case 5 :
idc ("winter
break;
case 6 :
id-c ("yearly
}
plot ("TO", toval,
check (menu_2);
plot ("HT", htval,
plot ("CL", cl _val,
plot ("EQ", eq val,
plot ('"L I"1, lival,
check (menu_2);
energy cost ($.Ol/sq ft)");
energy cost ($.Ol/sq ft)");
togr, CSTEP, to_x, toy, CC, GC);
htgr,
ci _gr,
eqgr,
Si_gr,
C_STEP, ht_x,
C_STEP, cl_x,
C_STEP, eqx,
C_STEP, li_x,
ht_y, CC, GC);
cl_y, CC, GC);
eqy, CC, GC);
li_y, CC, GC);
if (htv >= CINC) {
plot ("c", htc_val,
plot ("d", ht_d_val,
}
if (clv >= CINC) {
plot ("c", cl _c_val,
plot ("d", cld_val,
I
plot ("c", eq_c_val,
plot ("d", eq_d val,
plot ("c", li_cval,
plot ("d", li_dval,
check (menu_2);
ht_c_gr, C STEP, ht_c_x, ht_c_y,
ht_d_gr, CSTEP, ht_d_x, ht_dy,
cl_c-gr, C STEP, cl_c_x, cl_cy,
cl_d_gr, CSTEP, cl_d_x, cl_dy,
eq_c_gr,
eq_d_gr,
li_c_gr,
Si_d_gr,
C_STEP,
C_STEP,
C_STEP,
C_STEP,
eqc_x,
eqd_x,
Ii c_x,
Ii _d_x,
eq_c_y,
eqd_y,
lic_y,
Si_d_y,
I
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CC, GC);
CC, GC);
CC, GC);
CC, GC);
CC, GC);
CC, GC);
CC, GC);
CC, GC);
graph_all 0
{
int spgr, sugr, fagr, wigr;
int spval, suval, fa_val, wival;
int spx, su_x, fa_x, wi_x;
int spy, suy, fa_y, wi_y;
int menu_20 ;
extern int CDIV, CINC, CSTEP;
C_STEP = (CDIV/C_INC) + 1;
sp_gr =
sugr=
fagr=
grid
grid
grid
wigr= grid
spval
suval
faval
wi_val
spx =
sp-y =
su x =
su~y =
fa x =
fay =
wi y =
= value
= value
= value
= value
CTR_X
CTR_Y
CTR_X
CTR_Y
CTR_X
CTR_Y
CTR_X
CTR_Y
+
+
(sp.to, C_DIV, C_INC);
(su.to, C_DIV, C_INC);
(fa.to, C_DIV, C_ INC);
(wi.to, C_DIV, CINC);
(sp.to,
(su. to,
(fa.to,
(wi .to,
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
C_INC)
C_ INC)
C_ INC)
C_ INC)
spgr,
sp_gr,
su_gr,
su_gr,
fa_gr,
fa_gr,
wi_gr,
wigr,
cis () ;
screen(1);
color (CP,O);
color (0,BK);
idc ("seasons energy cost ($.Ol/sq ft)");
("SP", spval,
("SU", suval,
('"FA", fa_val
("'WI ", wival
(menu_2);
spgr,
su gr,
fa gr,
wi-gr,
C_STEP,
C_STEP,
C_STEP,
C_STEP,
sp_x, spy, CC, GC);
su_x, suy, CC, GC);
fax, fay, CC, GC);
wix, wiy, CC, GC);
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
C_STEP)
plot
plot
plot
plot
check
}
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graph_zones (n,e,s,w,c,i)
int n,e,s,w,c,i;
int n-gr, egr, sgr, wgr, cgr;
int nval, e_val, s_val, wval, c_val;
int nx, e_x, s_x, w_x, cx;
int n_y, e_y, s_y, w-y, cy;
extern int B_DIV, B_INC, BSTEP;
int menu_30;
int menu_40;
B_STEP = (BDIV/BINC) +1;
n_gr = grid (n, B_DIV, BINC);
e_gr = grid (e, B_DIV, BINC);
s_gr = grid (s, B_DIV, BINC);
w_gr = grid (w, B_DIV, B_INC);
c_gr = grid (c, BDIV, BINC);
n_val = value (n, BINC);
e val = value (e, BINC);
s_val = value (s, BINC);
w_val = value (w, BINC);
c_val = value (c, BINC);
c_x = CTRX;
c_y = CTR_Y;
n x = cx;
n_y = cy - ( shift (ngr, cgr, B_STEP) + 10);
e x = c x + ( shift (egr, cgr, B_STEP) + 10);
e_y = c_y;
s5x = C x;
s_y = c_y + ( shift (sgr, cgr, B_STEP) + 10);
w x = c x - ( shift (wgr, cgr, B_STEP) + 10);
W-y = cy;
cls ();
screen (1);
color (PP,0);
color (0,BK);
zone (1);
switch (i) {
case 1
psuhr 0;
plot (Cc", cval, c_gr, B_STEP, cx, c-y, PS, GC);
plot ("n", nval, ngr, BSTEP, n_x, n-y, PS, GC);
plot C"s", sval, s_gr, B_STEP, sx, s y, PS, GC);
plot ("e", eval, e_gr, B_STEP, ex, e-y, PS, GC);
plot ("w", wval, wgr, BSTEP, wx, w-y, PS, GC);
check (menu_3);
break;
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case 2 :
id b ("peak winter (x1OOO btu/h)",PW);
plot ("c", cval, c_gr, B STEP, cx, cy, PW, GC);
plot ("n", nval, n_gr, B STEP, n_x, n_y, PW, GC);
plot ("s", sval, s_gr, B STEP, sx, sy, PW, GC);
plot ("e", eval, e_gr, BSTEP, e_x, ey, PW, GC);
plot ("w", wval, w_gr, BSTEP, w_x, wy, PW, GC);
check (menu_4);
break;
}
}
graphpsu (p,i)
PEAKSU *p;
int i;
{
int nav, na_pe_v, na_si _v, naenv;
int mev, me-liv, me eqv, mevt v;
int tov;
int nagr, napegr, na_sl_gr, naengr;
int megr, me_li_gr, meeqgr, me-vt-gr;
int to-gr;
int naval, na_pe_val, na_sl _val, naenval;
int meval, melival, meeq val, mevt_val;
int toval;
int nax, na_pe_x, na_sl _x, naen x;
int mex, me_li_x, me eq x, me-vtx;
int tox;
int nay, na_pe_y, na_si_y, naeny;
int mey, me_li_y, meeqy, mevty;
int to_y;
int menu_30;
extern int B DIV, B_INC, B_STEP;
BSTEP = (BDIV/BINC) +1;
nav =p ->na;
na_pe_v = p -> nape;
naslv = p -> na_si;
naenv = p -> naen;
mev =p ->me;
me-li-v = p -> me Ii;
meeqv = p -> me_eq;
mevt_v = p -> mevt;
tov = p -> to-s;
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na_gr = grid
napegr = grid
naslgr = grid
naengr = grid
megr = grid
me_1i_gr = grid
meeqgr = grid
me_vt_gr = grid
(na_v, B_DIV, B_ INC);
(na_pe_v, B_DIV, B_INC);
(na_sl_v, BDIV, B_ INC);
(na_en_v, B_DIV, B_INC);
(me_v, B_DIV, BINC);
(me_1iv, BDIV, B_INC);
(meeqv, B_DIV, BINC);
(me_vt_v, B_DIV, B_INC);
to-gr = grid (to_v, B_DIV, BINC);
= value
= value
= value
= value
= value
= value
= value
= value
(nav, BINC);
(na-pe-v, BINC);
(na_sl_v, BINC);
(na_en_v, BINC);
(me_v, BINC);
(me_ iv, BINC);
(me-eq_v, BINC);
(mevt_v, BINC);
to val = value (tov, BINC);
CTR_X;
CTRY;
tox +
to-y -
nax -
na_y 
-
nax +
nay -
nax +
nay +
tox -
to-y +
me x -
me y -
me x -
me-y +
mex +
mey +
shift
shift
sh i f t
shift
shif t
shi ft
sh if t
shif t
shift
sh if t
shift
shi f t
shif t
sh i f t
sh i f t
sh if t
(na-gr, to-gr, BSTEP);
(na_gr, to-gr, B STEP);
(nape_gr, nagr, B_STEP);
(napegr, nagr, B_STEP);
(na_sl_gr, nagr, B_STEP);
(na_sl_gr, nagr, B_STEP);
(na_en_gr, nagr, B_STEP);
(naengr, nagr, B_STEP);
(me_gr, togr, BSTEP);
(me_gr, to_gr, BSTEP);
(me_li_gr, megr, B_STEP);
(mel igr, me_gr, B_STEP);
(meeqgr, megr, B_STEP);
(meeq_gr, me_gr, B_STEP);
(me_vt_gr, megr, B_STEP);
(me vt gr, me_gr, B_STEP);
cis () ;
screen ();
color (PP,O);
color (O,BK);
zone (i);
psuhr );
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naval
napeva
na_s Ival
naenval
meval
mei ival
meeqva 1
mevt_val
to_x
to y
na_x
na_y
nape_x
nape_y
na_-sl _x
nas l_y
naen_x
na_en_y
me_x
me_y
me_ 1 i _x
mel i _y
meeq x
meeq_y
mevt_x
mevt_y
plot ("TO", toval, togr, BSTEP, to_x, toy, PS, GC);
check (menu_3);
plot ("NA", naval, nagr, BSTEP, nax, na_y, PS, GC);
plot ("ME", meval, me-gr, B_STEP, me_x, me_y, PS, GC);
check (menu_3);
plot ("pe", napeval,
plot ("sI", na_sl _val,
plot ("en", naenval,
plot ("' i", me_l i _val,
plot ("eq", meeq_val,
plot ("vt", mevt_val,
check (menu_3);
napegr,
na-s lgr,
na-en-gr,
me-l igr,
meeqgr,
me-vt-gr,
B_STEP, napex,
na_pey, PS,
B_STEP, naslx,
na_sly, PS,
B_STEP, naenx,
na_eny, PS,
B_STEP, me li x,
me_liy, PS,
B_STEP, meeqx,
me_eqy, PS,
B_STEP, mevt_x,
me_vt_y, PS,
GC);
GC);
GC);
GC);
GC);
GC);
graph_pwi (p,i)
PEAK_WI 'p;
int i;{
int glv, en_v, inv, tov;
int glgr, engr, ingr, togr;
int gl_val, enval, inval, toval;
int glx, en_x, in_x, tox;
int gly, eny, iny, toy;
extern int B_DIV, B_INC, B_STEP;
int menu_40;
BSTEP = (BDIV/BINC) +1;
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}
glv = p -> gl;
env = p -> en;
inv = p -> in;
tov = p -> tow;
glgr = grid (glv, B_DIV, B_INC);
engr = grid (en_v, BDIV, BINC);
ingr = grid (inv, B_DIV, B_INC);
togr = grid (to_v, B_DIV, B_INC);
glval = value (glv, BINC);
en val - value (env, BINC);
inval = value (inv, BINC);
to val = value (to v, BINC);
tox = CTRX;
toy = CTRY;
gl_x = tox - shift (glgr, togr, B_STEP);
gl_y = toy - shift (glgr, togr, B_STEP);
enx = tox + shift (engr, togr, BSTEP);
eny = to-y - shift (engr, togr, B_STEP);
inx = tox + shift (ingr, togr, BSTEP);
in_y = to_y + shift (ingr, togr, BSTEP);
c ls ()
screen (1);
color (PP,O);
color (O,BK);
zone (i);
id_b ("winter peak (xlOOO btu/h)",PW);
plot ("TO", toval, togr, B_STEP, tox, to-y, PW, GC);
check (menu_4);
plot ("GL", gl_val, glgr, B_STEP, glx, gly, PW, GC);
plot ("EN", enval, en gr, B_STEP, enx, eny, PW, GC);
plot ("IN", inval, in-gr, B_STEP, in_x, in_y, PW, GC);
check (menu_4);
}
psu hr C)
{
int i;
i= psu_b.hour;
switch (i) {
case 1
i d_b ("summer peak (xlOO0 btu/h): june 10 am",PS);
break;
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case 2 :
idb ("summer
break;
case 3 :
id_b ("summer
break;
case 4 :
id_b ("summer
break;
case 5 :
id_b ("summer
break;
case 6 :
id_b ("summer
break;
case 7 :
id_b ("summer
break;
case 8 :
idb ('summer
break;
peak (xOOO btu/h): June 3 pm",PS);
peak (x1OOO btu/h): july 10 am",PS);
peak (x1OOO btu/h): july 3 pm",PS);
peak
peak
peak
(xl000 btu/h): aug 10 am",PS);
(xOOO btu/h): aug 3 pm",PS);
(x1000 btu/h): sept 10 am",PS);
peak (x1OOO btu/h): sept 3 pm",PS)-
zone (i)
int i;
{
moveTo(255,190);
switch (i) {
case 1
scr-printf ("all zones");
break;
case 2
scr-printf("north zone");
break;
case 3
scr-printf ("east zone");
break;
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}
I
case 4 :
scr_printf
break;
case 5
scr_printf
break;
case 6
scr_printf
break;
case 7
scr_printf
break;
This function
the CR's and L
A series of ra
filter ( output_fil
char outputfile[];
char inputfile[];
{
('south zone");
("west zone");
("core zone");
("bui Id i ng") ;
gets .prn file from lotus and filters
F's, then converts ASCII to int's.
nges may be put on the same .prn file
e, inputfile )
FILE *fp, 'fopen();
int
char
char
char
i j k;
* p, *pt;
buf[BSIZE];
buffer [BFS I ZE]
p= &buf[0];
pt= &buffer[0];
if ( (fp= fopen( output_file, "r"))
printf("\n can't open %s",outpu
exit(1);
}
== FALSE )
t_file);
fread (buf, 1, BSIZE, fp);
fclose (fp);
creat (input_file);
if ( (fp= fopen (inputfile, "w")) == FALSE ) {
printf("\n can't open %s",input_file);
exit(l);
}
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}
}
/*
/*
/*
*/
*/
{
while ( *(p+2) != EOFC )
while ( *p ==
p += 2;
whi le (*p ==
p++;
while ( *p != '
*pt = *p
p++;
&& *p != CR )
}
j= atoi (buffer);
putw (j,fp);
pt= buffer;
for (k= 1; k<= BFSIZE;
*pt = NUL;
pt++;
pt= buffer;
/* flush buffer */
= EOFC;
( (putc (*p,fp)) == ERR) {
printf ("error putting char in %s",input_file);
fclose(fp);
}
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{
CR
' ')
{
}
*p
if
}
'
;
This is the Lotus file that was 'used to calculate the building loads and
cost information used in SAGE. The method of calculation is a simple
"modified degree day" method. Degree Day information was provided by the
Climatological Services Division of the U.S. Weather Bureau. Energy cost data
was approximated from information provided by Boston Edison.
A sample building of 5000 square feet is shown. The building is divided
into five zones (north, south, east, west, and core). Loads and cost information
are calculated for each zone.
GENERAL INFORMATION
# HRS OCC 9 #FLOORS I
SUMMER
0CC SP 75 SPRING % 0.50
UNOC SP 85 SUMR % SU 0.75
FALL % SU 0.50
WINTER WINTER % 0.25
0CC SP 68
UNOC SP 60 ENTAHLPY:SUMMER
OUTSIDE A 38.80
SPRING/FALL INSIDE Al 28.40
OCC SP 68 ^h 10.40
UNOC SP 68
CLG COP 2.00
SUMR DESIGN 91 HTG COP 2.25
WIN DESIGN 6
SUMR ^T 16 $KWH CONS 0.08
WIN "T 62 $KW DEMAND 8.00
ZONE INFORMATION
NORTH ZONE
NUM,%,W/SF U AREA UA SC
FLOOR * * 1000 * *
ROOF * 0.04 1000 40 *
WALL * 0.05 800 40 *
GLASS 0.60 100 60 0.60
LIGHTS 2 * *
EQUIP 2 * * *
PEOPLE 10 * * * *
%DAYLGT 10 * * * *
LGT W/DAY 1.8
99
EAST ZONE
FLOOR
ROOF
WALL
GLASS
LIGHTS
EQUIP
PEOPLE
%DAYLGT
LGT W/DAY
SOUTH ZONE
FLOOR
ROOF
WALL
GLASS
LIGHTS
EQUIP
PEOPLE
%DAYLGT
LGT W/DAY
NUM,%,W/SF
*
*
*
2
2
10
10
1.8
NUM,%,W/SF
*
*
2
2
10
10
1.8
WEST ZONE
FLOOR
ROOF
WALL
GLASS
LIGHTS
EQUIP
PEOPLE
%DAYLGT
LGT W/DAY
CORE ZONE
FLOOR
ROOF
WALL
GLASS
LIGHTS
EQUIP
PEOPLE
%DAYLGT
LGT W/DAY
NUM,%,W/
*
*
1
NUM,%,W/
*
SF U
*
0.04
0.05
0.60
2
2
0
0
8
SF U
0.04
0.05
0.60
2
2
0 *
0
2.0
U
*
0.04
0.05
0.60
*
*
*
*
U
*
0.04
0.05
0.60
*
'C
AREA
1000
1000
800
100
*
*
*
*
AREA
1000
1000
800
100
*
*
*
*
UA
*
40
40
60
*
*
*
*
UA
*
40
40
60
*
*
*
*
SC
*
*
*
0.60
*
*
SC
*
*
*
0.60
*
*
*
UA
40
40
60
UA
.7.
40
0
30
AREA
1000
1000
800
100
AREA
1000
1000
0
50
*
SC
*
*
0.60
SC
*
0.60
*
100
1
BALANCE POINT
AVE DAILY SOLAR GAIN (MODIFIED FOR %SUNSHINE, 24 HR DAY)
SPRING GLASS A SHGF SC %SUN BTU/HR
N ZONE 100 274 o.60 0.50 343
E ZONE 100 1096 o.60 0.50 1370
S ZONE 100 822 0.60 0.50 1028
W ZONE 100 1096 o.60 0.50 1370
C ZONE 50 1662 0.60 0.50 1039
TOTAL BTU/HR 5149
SUMMER GLASS A SHGF SC %SUN BTU/HR
N ZONE 100 408 0.60 0.75 765
E ZONE 100 1148 o.60 0.75 2153
S ZONE 100 595 0.60 0.75 1116
W ZONE 100 1148 o.6o 0.75 2153
C ZONE 50 1890 0.60 0.75 1772
TOTAL BTU/HR 7958
FALL GLASS A SHGF SC %SUN BTU/HR
N ZONE 100 151 o.60 0.50 189
E ZONE 100 685 0.60 0.50 856
S ZONE 100 1348 0.60 0.50 1685
W ZONE 100 685 0.60 0.50 856
C ZONE 50 903 0.60 0.50 564
TOTAL BTU/HR 4151
WINTER GLASS A SHGF SC %SUN BTU/HR
N ZONE 100 102 0.60 0.25 64
E ZONE 100 493 0.60 0.25 308
S ZONE 100 1372 0.60 0.25 858
W ZONE 100 493 0.60 0.25 308
C ZONE 50 575 0.60 0.25 180
TOTAL BTU/HR 1717
DAILY INT GAIN OF LIGHTS,EQUIPMENT (MODIFIED FOR OCCUPANCY HRS)
BTUH/SQ FT AREA OCC HRS BTU/HR
N ZONE 13 1000 9 4864
E ZONE 13 1000 9 4864
S ZONE 13 1000 9 4864
W ZONE 13 1000 9 4864
C ZONE 14 1000 9 5120
TOTAL BTU 24574
101
DAILY INTERNAL GAIN OF PEOPLE (MODIFIED FOR OCCUPANCY HOURS)
# PEOPLE BTU/HR
10 2300
10 2300
10 2300
10 2300
10 2300
OCC HRS
9
9
9
9
9
BTU/HR
TOTAL BTU
863
863
863
863
863
4313
BUILDING VENTILATION (CONTINUOUS ALL DAY)
AREA
5000
CFM
500
*1.10 BTU/HR F
550
BALANCE POINT
SET MOD DAILY
PO I NT
68
75
68
68
GAINS
34035
36844
33037
30603
BLDG UA BALANCE
BTU/HR F
1180
1180
1180
1180
POINT
39
44
40
42
SEASONAL ENERGY USE
TABLE OF HEATING AND COOLING DEGREE DAYS (BOSTON)
COOL I NG
BASE
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
32
HEATING
BASE
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
SPRING SUMMER
0 74
0 264
17 601
64 1031
166 1488
341 1948
585 2408
906 2868
1538 3604
SPRING
1979
1532
1123
762
476
260
121
40
9
0
SUMMER
156
31
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
FALL WINTER
0
16
81
201
406
664
1000
1382
2081
FALL
1393
1003
668
414
222
103
29
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
40
102
362
WINTER
3477
3027
2577
2127
1685
1267
880
568
330
0
N
E
S
W
C
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
BUILDING
SPRING
SUMMER
FALL
WI NTER
102
CALCULATION
COOLING
BASE
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
32
DO
HEATING
BASE
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
DD
(DETERMINED BY BALANCE POINT)
SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
906
0
906
0
0
0
0
0
0
2408
0
0
2408
0
0
0
0
0
.0
0
1382
0
1382
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
102
0
102
SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER
0
0
0
0
0
0
121
0
0
0
121
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
29
0
0
0
29
0
0
0
0
0
0
880
0
0
0
88o
NORMAL COOLING AND HEATING LOAD
SPR I NG
SUMMER
FALL
WI NTER
ANNUAL
CONSUMPT I
SPRING
SUMMER
FALL
WINTER
ANNUAL
BLDG UA
1180
1180
1180
1180
1180
CLG DD
906
2408
1382
102
4798
(BTU/SEASON)
CLG LOAD
2.6E+07
6.8E+07
3.9E+07
2.9E+06
1.4E+08
HTG DD
121
0
29
880
1030
ON (KWH)
COOLING HEATING OCC HRS LIGHTS
3759 446 585 5382
9990 0 585 5382
5734 107 585 5382
423 3245 585 5382
19906 3798 21528
DEMAND (KW) SPRING,FALL: ASSUMED CONSISTENT
COOLING HEATING LIGHTS EQU
SPRING 19 2 28
SUMMER 51 28
FALL 29 1 28
WINTER 17 28
ANNUAL 100 19 110
DEMAND
IP TOTAL
30 79
30 109
30 88
30 74
120 350
HTG LOAD
3.4E+06
0.OE+00
8.2E+05
2.5E+07
2.9E+07
EQUIP
5850
5850
5850
5850
23400
TOTAL
15437
21222
17073
14900
68633
103
COST OF CONSUMPTION
SPRING
SUMMER
FALL
WINTER
ANNUAL
COOLING
0.06
0.16
0.09
0.01
0.32
($/SQ FT/S
HEATING
0.01
0.00
.00
0.05
0.06
COST OF DEMAND ($/SQ FT/SEASON
SPRING
SUMMER
FALL
WI NTER
ANNUAL
COOLING
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.00
0.16
.HEATING
.00
0.00
.00
0.03
0.03
PEAK SOLAR GAIN (40 DEG N)
JUNE 10 AM A SC
N ZONE 100 0.60
E ZONE 100 0.60
S ZONE 100 0.60
W ZONE 100 0.60
C ZONE 50 0.60
JUNE 3 PM
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
JULY 10 A
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
JULY 3 PM
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
A
100
100
100
100
50
A
A
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
100
100
50
SC
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
SC
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
SC
0.60
0.60
o.6o
0.60
0.60
EASON)
LIGHTS
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.34
)
L I GHTS
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.18
SHGF
35
145
69
35
238
TOTAL
SHGF
33
32
45
192
201
TOTAL
SHGF
36
146
81
36
231
TOTAL
SHGF
32
31
52
193
194
TOTAL
TOTAL
0.25
0.34
0.27
0.24
1.10
TOTAL
0.13
0.17
0.14
.0.12
0.56
EQUIP
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.37
EQUIP
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.19
BTU/H
2100
8700
4140
2100
7140
24180
BTU/H
1980
1920
2700
11520
6030
24150
BTU/H
2160
8760
4860
2160
6930
24870
BTU/H
1920
1860
3120
11580
5820
24300
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
104
M
AUG 10 AM
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
AUG 3 PM
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
SEPT 10 A
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
SEPT 3 PM
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
A
100
100
100
100
50
A
100
100
100
100
50
M A
100
100
100
100
50
A
100
100
100
100
50
SC
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
SC
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
Sc
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
SC
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
SHGF
34
150
116
32
214
TOTAL
SHGF
28
28
80
197
174
TOTAL
SHGF
27
148
165
27
180
TOTAL
SHGF
22
22
124
194
138
TOTAL
BTU/H
2040
9000
6960
1920
6420
26340
BTU/H
1680
1680
4800
11820
5220
25200
BTU/H
1620
8880
9900
1620
5400
27420
BTU/H
1320
1320
7440
11640
4140
25860
PEAK SUMMER BTU/H COOLING (CONDUCTION)
ROOF UA ^T BTU/H
N ZONE 40 16 640
E ZONE 40 16 640
S ZONE 40 16 640
W ZONE 40 16 640
C ZONE 40 16 640
TOTAL 3200
WALL UA ^T BTU/H
N ZONE 40 16 640
E ZONE 40 16 640
S ZONE 40 16 640
W ZONE 40 16 640
C ZONE 0 16 0
TOTAL 2560
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
105
UA
60
60
60
60
30
TOTAL ENVELOPE
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
16
16
16
16
16
TOTAL
GAIN
LGT W/DAY
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
2.0
TOTAL
NUMBER
10
10
10
10
10
AREA
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
5000
*230
TOTAL
W/SQ FT AREA
2
2
2
2
2
TOTAL
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
5000
WATTS
1800
1800
1800
1800
2000
9200
GLASS
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
WATTS BTU/H
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
10000
TOTAL INTERNAL GAIN
TOTAL
CFM
100
100
100
100
100
500
47.5*k^h
4747
47
47
4747
L I GHTS
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
PEOPLE
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
EQUIP
N ZONE
E ZONE
S ZONE
W ZONE
C ZONE
BTU/H
TOTAL CONDUCTION GAIN 110510
MAXIMUM SOLAR GAIN 27420
PEAK COOLING LOAD 137930
BTU/H
960
960
960
960
480
4320
6240
2240
2240
2240
2240
1120
BTU/H
6143
6143
6143
6143
6826
31400
BTU/H
2300
2300
2300
2300
2300
11500
6826
6826
6826
6826
6826
34130
81350
BTU/H
4680
4680
4680
4680
4680
23400
VENT
N
E
S
W
C
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
106
PEAK WINTER HEATING LOAD
N ZONE UA ^T BTU/H
ROOF 40 62 2480
WALL 40 62 2480
GLASS 60 62 3720
TOTAL 8680
E ZONE UA ^T BTU/H
ROOF 40 62 2480
WALL 40 62 2480
GLASS 60 62 3720
TOTAL 8680
S ZONE UA ^T BTU/H
ROOF 40 62 2480
WALL 40 62 2480
GLASS 60 62 3720
TOTAL 8680
W ZONE UA ^T BTU/H
ROOF 40 62 2480
WALL 40 62 2480
GLASS 60 62 3720
TOTAL 8680
C ZONE UA ^T BTU/H
ROOF 40 62 2480
WALL 0 62 0
GLASS 30 62 1860
TOTAL 4340
INFL CFM *1.1^T BTU/H
N ZONE 100 68 6820
E ZONE 100 68 6820
S ZONE 100 68 6820
W ZONE 100 68 6820
C ZONE 100 68 6820
TOTAL 500 68 34100
---------------------------------
BTU/H
PEAK HEATING LOAD 73160
107
DETERMINE DATE AND HOUR OF MAXIMUM SOLAR GAIN
JUN 10 JU
24180 2
AUG 10 AU
26340 2
MAXIMUM GAIN
JUN 10
JUN 3
JUL 10
JUL 3
AUG 10
AUG 3
SEP 10
SEP 3
N 3 JUL 10 JUL 3
4150 24870 24300
G 3 SEPT 10 SEPT 3
5200 27420 25860
27420
CODE
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
N
0
0
0
0
0
0
1620
0
E
0
0
0
0
0
0
8880
0
S
0
0
0
0
0
0
9900
0
7 1620 8880 9900
9
4
25
13
17
0
41
3
9
9
19
2
7
7
2
6
5
18
12
107
5
4
11
3
9
24
4
34
13
14
5
36
3
37
2
13
5
18
2
24
7
0
7
7
5
17
6
14
8
9
14
4
27
13
12
6
166
18
2
31
6
2
7
7
6
4
16
7
22
1
5
16
14
5
9
1
4
24
52
56
6
9
7
7
2
9
5
89
5
4
16
34
1620 5400
0
9
0
5
9
14
0
9
48
18
110
7
2
14
5
18
2
27
31
7
5
2
7
37
0
9
0
5
1
14
16
34
6
5
18
2
32
6
5
7
34
16
7
2
w
0
0
0
0
0
0
1620
0
C
0
0
0
0
0
0
5400
0
RANGE SG
DATA FILE TO SAGE
COST:
$.01/SF
LOADS:
1000 BTUH
13
13
0
51
0
9
8
5
32
57
2
24
6
10
7
7
1
18
23
4
16
7
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